Abstract -In this paper we present theoretical analysis for upper efficiency limit of a novel 2 terminal dual junction step cell. Results show that step cell design relaxes bandgap requirements for efficient tandem cell. While conventional tandem cell with optimized bandgap combination (1.64 / 0.96 eV) has the highest efficiency (45.78 %), the step-cell design provides significant efficiency improvement for cells with non bandgap values. Efficiency upper limit for Si based step top cell bandgap equal to 1.41 eV (~ GaAs), efficiency upper limit increases from ~21% in conventional tandem cell to 38.7% for optimized step-cell design.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, research in photovoltaic (PV) technologies and renewable energy sources in general, has been intensified Currently, multijunction (MJ) solar cells have the highest reported experimental and theoretical efficiencies stack of solar cells connected in series is that the efficiency losses due to lattice thermalization can be minimized by tuning the bandgap to the energy of incident photons Theoretical efficiency of tandem cells has been calculated by a plethora of different models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Detailed balance method is used to determine the thermodynamic limiting efficiency of a solar cell design [2, 3] . Maximum theoretical upper efficiency limit, calculated for ideal two terminal dual junction solar cell and with detailed balance method, was found to be for a cell with top cell bandgap, Eg, eV and bottom cell Eg of ~0.94-0.96 eV [ bandgap combination depends on the model and assumption used for calculations. A theoretical model that takes the sub cell thickness into account, achieves an optimum theoretical efficiency when the bottom cell Eg, is 1.1 eV (such as Si), and the top cell Eg is 1.7 eV (such as GaAs 0.71 P 0. 29 Tandem cell designs are still mostly limited to niche applications in space and concentrated solar power, due to high costs. In order to make MJ solar cells commercially available, efforts are being made to achieve high conversion cell design provides significant efficiency improvement for cells with non-optimized ncy upper limit for Si based step-cell with top cell bandgap equal to 1.41 eV (~ GaAs), efficiency upper limit increases from ~21% in conventional tandem cell to 38.7% for cell design provides opportunity n of materials used in tandem solar cell , theoretical efficiency photovoltaic (PV) technologies n general, has been intensified. solar cells have the highest reported experimental and theoretical efficiencies. Benefit of stack of solar cells connected in series is that the efficiency to lattice thermalization can be minimized by bandgap to the energy of incident photons. Theoretical efficiency of tandem cells has been calculated Detailed balance dynamic limiting Maximum theoretical upper efficiency limit, calculated for ideal two terminal dual junction solar cell and with detailed balance method, was , Eg, of ~1.6-1.64 0.96 eV [6] [7] [8] [9] . Optimum bandgap combination depends on the model and assumptions heoretical model that takes the subachieves an optimum theoretical when the bottom cell Eg, is 1.1 eV (such as Si), and 0.29 ) [1] . Tandem cell designs are still mostly limited to niche applications in space and concentrated solar power, due to ar cells commercially available, efforts are being made to achieve high conversion efficiency (η) at a low cost, by using abundant materials such as Si. Based on bandgap values and their absorption properties, the most suitable choice for are III-V materials. However, lattice and thermal expansion mismatch between III-V materials and Si present practical implementation challenge, due to dislocations formed during the growth. One way to avoid this challenge is to use graded buffer layers, as is the case with Si However, SiGe buffer layers absorb a large part of solar spectrum intended for the Si cell [1 optical losses in those metamorphic layers is by using wafer bonding and layer transfer of the two sub have introduced a step-cell design as a mitigate some of the losses in metamorphic cell as well improve performance of bonded tandem cell step-cell design (shown in Fig.1 exposed to direct sunlight in order to boost the photogeneration in the bottom cell. design restrictions, such as top cell bandgap, thickness or material quality are more flexible. Optimum area ratio of bottom cell (A total ) to top cell (A matching currents and maximum efficiency.
In this paper we study analytically the theoretical upper efficiency limit for ideal 2 terminal dual junction tandem step cell shown in Fig. 1 . Total area of th composed of area of the top cell (A top part of the bottom cell (A step ). [10, 11] . However, SiGe buffer layers absorb a large part of solar spectrum intended for the Si cell [12] [13] [14] . One way to avoid optical losses in those metamorphic layers is by using wafer the two sub-cells. In [15] we cell design as an alternative way to mitigate some of the losses in metamorphic layers of tandem as well improve performance of bonded tandem cell. In ), the bottom sub-cell is exposed to direct sunlight in order to boost the photogeneration in the bottom cell. This way, tandem cell design restrictions, such as top cell bandgap, thickness or material quality are more flexible. Optimum area ratio of ) to top cell (A top ) results in sub-cell maximum efficiency. In this paper we study analytically the theoretical upper efficiency limit for ideal 2 terminal dual junction tandem step-. Total area of the device (A total ) is top ) and area of the exposed a tandem step-cell design. Top cell bandgap is Eg1, while bottom cell bandgap is Eg2. Top cell and bottom cell part under the top cell have area A top , while step part of . Total device area, A total = A top + A step .
978-1-4799-7944-8/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE Top cell will absorb incident photons with energies (E) above its bandgap (Eg1), while part of the bottom cell under the top cell will absorb incident photons with energies between the bandgaps of two subcells (Eg2 < E < Eg1).
Step part of the bottom cell will absorb all incident photons with energies larger than the bandgap of bottom cell, Eg2.
Further theoretical analysis includes optimization of silicon based step-cell for AM 1.5 G and AM 0 spectrum. Space radiation degrades solar cell performance over time and for Si cells it was shown that spectral response decreases significantly for wavelengths above 700 nm, due to degradation of diffusion length [20] . For silicon based tandem cells, space radiation damage of bottom Si cell significance, due to cell's operating wavelength range as well as thick base. For that reason, we have studied the bottom cell quantum efficiency (QE) degradation on optimum design of Si based step-cell and its upper efficiency limit AM 0 spectrum. For this study, top cell QE is assumed to be 1, for simplicity reasons and due to the fact that top cell is normally a thin film and hence is less sensitive to the effects of diffusion length degradation.
II. MODELLING Fig. 2 shows schematic representation of electrical connection used in our calculations. electric circuit, top and bottom cells are connected in series, as is the case in conventional 2 terminal tandem cell, while step part of the bottom cell can be considered to be connected in parallel to the bottom cell. . In the series connecti a limiting factor, while in parallel connection, voltage is a limiting factor. Resistive losses and load effect of the cell with lower current are ignored for our calculations of theoretical upper limit of the step cell. Tandem cell current, smaller of the two currents, I bottom or I top and voltage across the tandem cell is V=V top +V bottom . Fig. 2 . Simplified circuit representation used for analysis of theoretical efficiency upper limit. Bottom cell is and step parts which are connected in parallel connected in series.
Top cell will absorb incident photons with energies (E) f the bottom cell under the top cell will absorb incident photons with energies between the bandgaps of two subcells (Eg2 < E < Eg1).
Step sorb all incident photons with energies larger than the bandgap of bottom cell, Eg2.
urther theoretical analysis includes optimization of silicon cell for AM 1.5 G and AM 0 spectrum. Space radiation degrades solar cell performance over time and for Si cells it was shown that spectral response decreases ths above 700 nm, due to icon based tandem radiation damage of bottom Si cell is of significance, due to cell's operating wavelength range as well as thick base. For that reason, we have studied the effect of bottom cell quantum efficiency (QE) degradation on optimum cell and its upper efficiency limit for . For this study, top cell QE is assumed to be 1, for simplicity reasons and due to the fact that top cell is normally a thin film and hence is less sensitive to the effects shows schematic representation of simplified electrical connection used in our calculations. In terms of electric circuit, top and bottom cells are connected in series, as is the case in conventional 2 terminal tandem cell, while step part of the bottom cell can be considered to be connected in . In the series connection, current is a limiting factor, while in parallel connection, voltage is a oad effect of the cell with ignored for our calculations of theoretical Tandem cell current, I tandem , is the and voltage across the Simplified circuit representation used for analysis of theoretical efficiency upper limit. Bottom cell is divided in bottom are connected in parallel while top cell is The detail balance model used for calculations here the following assumptions, unless otherwise specified only recombination process is radiative recomb incident light with energy greater th absorbed; (3) one absorbed photon results in pair (quantum efficiency QE=1) and (4) t and reflective losses. Incident solar spectrum and AM 0 standard by NREL [16] .
Photogenerated current in the top cell, I cell, I bottom , and in the step part, I step following expressions [17] :
where q is electron charge, E is energy of incident photon (
) and F is incident spectral photon flux density, taken from [16] .
Saturation current of both cells is calculated assuming no non-radiative processes, using following g E c h kTq
where k is Boltzmann's constant, temperature, h is Planck's constant and
Voltage for the tandem cell is calculated as follows [9] :
III. RESULTS AND D
Theoretical analysis was done for general as well as for Si based tandem stepof A total /A top ratio on a step cell (A total used for calculations here includes , unless otherwise specified: (1) the only recombination process is radiative recombination; (2) all incident light with energy greater than material bandgap is ne absorbed photon results in one electron hole QE=1) and (4) there are no resistive Incident solar spectrum used is AM 1.5G the top cell, I top , in the bottom step =I 2 , are calculated using
E is energy of incident photon and F is incident spectral photon flux density, Saturation current of both cells is calculated assuming no following expression [18, 19] :
is Boltzmann's constant, T=300 K is operating is Planck's constant and c is speed of light. Voltage for the tandem cell is calculated as follows [9] :
, of the tandem cell can be
+ 1 ln incident spectrum and T=300 K. Each ratio has a different optimized bandgap combination. Maximum effici 45.78% is achieved for conventional tandem cell /A top =1) with 1.64 eV top and 0.96 eV bottom cell bandgap However, when top and bottom cell bandgaps vary from the optimized values, step-cell design provides significant advantage. Fig.4 shows maximum efficiency points for each A ratio and their corresponding optimized top and bottom cell bandgaps. Note that for A total /A top ratio = 2, optimum top cell bandgap is very close to that of the bottom cell, hence efficiency limit of a single junction cell is achieved. Theoretical upper efficiency limit was calculated specifically for silicon based step cell. Fig.5 shows limit of silicon based tandem step-cell as a function of top cell bandgap and A total /A top ratio. Maximum efficiency limit of ~45% is achieved for conventional tandem cell (A and top cell bandgap Eg1= 1.73 eV.
. Each ratio has a different Maximum efficiency of conventional tandem cell design (A total bottom cell bandgaps. However, when top and bottom cell bandgaps vary from the cell design provides significant ig.4 shows maximum efficiency points for each A total /A top ratio and their corresponding optimized top and bottom cell ratio = 2, optimum top cell is very close to that of the bottom cell, hence efficiency limit of a single junction cell is achieved.
Efficiency of a step cell as a function of A total /A top ratio for top ratio (from 1-2). Figure 6 shows silicon based tandem step-cell (black line) for optimum A total /A top ratio (blue line) as a function of top cell bandgap Conventional tandem cell is also shown for comparison (red dotted line). Once maximum efficiency is achieved ( top cell Eg1= 1.73 eV), conventional tandem cell becomes optimum design. This is due to the fact that optimum A total /A top ratio is inversely proportional to the top cell bandgap. When the top cell Eg is t the one with limiting current, hence there is no need for bottom cell enhancement.
Step-cell design provides significant improvement in efficiency limits for cells with non top-cell bandgap values. For example, when top cell eV (close to the Eg of GaAs), efficien from ~21% in conventional design (A a step-cell with A total /A top =1.5. cell design vs. conventional tandem cell optimum top cell bandgap can be visualized in Fig. 6 . Figure 6 shows the efficiency limit of a cell (black line) for optimum as a function of top cell bandgap. Conventional tandem cell is also shown for comparison (red aximum efficiency is achieved (45.1% for conventional tandem cell becomes . This is due to the fact that optimum ratio is inversely proportional to the top cell is too high, top cell becomes e one with limiting current, hence there is no need for cell design provides significant improvement in efficiency limits for cells with non-optimized values. For example, when top cell Eg = 1.41 of GaAs), efficiency upper limit increases 21% in conventional design (A total /A top =1) to 38.7% for upper limit of a Si based tandem total /A top ratio (blue line) and conventional tandem cell (red dashed line) as a function of top cell for AM 1.5 G incident spectrum.
978-1-4799-7944-8/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE Theoretical efficiency limit of Si based tandem further studied under AM 0 illumination for applications at different temperatures T = 100 compares efficiency limit of conventional Si based tandem cell (dashed lines) to step-cell with optimum A (solid line) as a function of top cell bandgap for different operating temperatures, under AM 0 spectrum.
Results in Fig. 7 show that efficiency upper limit ranges between ~38.6% at 400 K to ~54.5% at 100 K in space. Corresponding optimum top cell bandgap varies very slightly between ~1.76 eV to ~1.77 eV, depending on the temperature. While tandem cell performance changes with operating temperature and incident spectrum, optimum design for silicon based cell is found to be more or less constant, with simil benefits of step-cell design for non-optimized top cell bandgap. Optimized Si based step-cell for AM 0 spectrum bandgap of 1.767 eV is further studied for the radiation on bottom Si cell. Fig. 8 shows the of Si based step-cell with 1.767 eV top cell bandgap, function of A total /A top Ratio for Si cell quantum efficiency (QE) ranging from 0.2 to 1. As bottom cell performance degrades, optimum design changes to accommodate for the loss of current in the bottom cell. Optimum A increases with decreasing bottom Si cell QE, while overall maximum efficiency decreases. For example, for Si QE=1, optimum A total /A top = 1 while for Si QE=0.8, optimum ratio is 1.1. These results indicate that step cell design optimized to account for cell degradation over time and as such can help maintain more constant efficiency of the cell.
tandem step-cell is or possible space 100 -400 K. Fig.7 compares efficiency limit of conventional Si based tandem cell with optimum A total /A top ratio as a function of top cell bandgap for different operating temperatures, under AM 0 spectrum.
Results in Fig. 7 show that efficiency upper limit ranges between ~38.6% at 400 K to ~54.5% at 100 K in space.
varies very slightly between ~1.76 eV to ~1.77 eV, depending on the temperature. While tandem cell performance changes with operating temperature and incident spectrum, optimum design for silicon based cell is found to be more or less constant, with similar optimized top cell
Theoretical efficiency upper limit of a Si based tandem (solid lines) and conventional p cell bandgap, for AM 100K -400K.
for AM 0 spectrum with top bandgap of 1.767 eV is further studied for the effects of space radiation on bottom Si cell. Fig. 8 shows the efficiency limit with 1.767 eV top cell bandgap, as a Ratio for Si cell quantum efficiency As bottom cell performance degrades, optimum design changes to accommodate for the current in the bottom cell. Optimum A total /A top ratio increases with decreasing bottom Si cell QE, while overall maximum efficiency decreases. For example, for Si QE=1, = 1 while for Si QE=0.8, optimum ratio is step cell design can be optimized to account for cell degradation over time and as constant efficiency of the cell. In practice, optimum area ratios for step values presented in this theoretical analysis, due to finite cell thickness and material quality of both, top and bottom cell, as well as material interface.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we carried out theoretical analysis for upper efficiency limit of a novel 2 terminal dual junction step Our results showed that step cell design relaxes bandgap requirements for efficient tandem cell. While conventional tandem cell with optimized bandgap combi eV) results in the highest efficiency design provides close efficiency limits for cells with non optimized top-cell Eg values. For Si based step cell Eg = 1.41 eV (~GaAs), efficien from ~21% in conventional design (A a step-cell with A total /A top =1.5. Furthermore, analysis of Si based step-cell under AM 0 spectrum, showed that optimum top cell bandgap does not change significantly and step design provides similar benefits compared to AM 1.5 G spectrum. Moreover, we have showed that design can provide efficiency boost when bottom cell performance is degraded due to space radiation effects. cell design provides opportunity for wider selection of materials used in tandem solar cell applications Theoretical efficiency upper limit of Si based step-cell with a function of A total /A top Ratio for Si cell quantum efficiency (QE) ranging from 0.2 to 1, AM 0 spectrum and In practice, optimum area ratios for step-cell will vary from values presented in this theoretical analysis, due to finite cell thickness and material quality of both, top and bottom cell, as ONCLUSION out theoretical analysis for upper efficiency limit of a novel 2 terminal dual junction step-cell. Our results showed that step cell design relaxes bandgap requirements for efficient tandem cell. While conventional tandem cell with optimized bandgap combination (1.64 / 0.96 highest efficiency (45.78%), the step-cell efficiency limits for cells with nonvalues. For Si based step-cell, when top 1.41 eV (~GaAs), efficiency upper limit increases 21% in conventional design (A total /A top = 1) to 38.7% for Furthermore, analysis of Si cell under AM 0 spectrum, showed that optimum top cell bandgap does not change significantly and step-cell gn provides similar benefits compared to analysis with we have showed that step cell design can provide efficiency boost when bottom cell performance is degraded due to space radiation effects.
Stepopportunity for wider selection of materials used in tandem solar cell applications. 
